Computing maximally-permissive strategies
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Abstract. Timed automata are a convenient mathematical model for
modelling and reasoning about real-time systems. While they provide
a powerful way of representing timing aspects of such systems, timed
automata assume arbitrary precision and zero-delay actions; in particular,
a state might be declared reachable in a timed automaton, but impossible
to reach in the physical system it models. In this paper, we describe our
approach to quantify and compute this precision for timed games.
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Introduction

Timed automata [AD94] are a powerful formalism for modelling and reasoning
about real-time computer systems: they offer a convenient way of modelling
timing conditions (not relying on discretization) while allowing for efficient
verification algorithms; as a consequence, they have been widely studied by the
formal-verification community, and have been applied to numerous industrial case
studies thanks to advanced tools such as Uppaal [BDL+ 06], TChecker [HPT19].
One drawback of timed automata is that they are a mathematical model,
assuming infinite precision in the measure of time; this does not correspond
to physical devices such as computers. As a consequence, properties that are
proven to hold on the model may fail to hold on any implementation. As a very
simple example, consider two (or even infinitely-many) consecutive actions that
have to be performed at the exact same time: while this would be possible in a
mathematical model, this would not be possible on a physical device.
Several approaches have attempted to address such problems, depending on the
property to be checked. When considering safety properties, timing imprecisions
may add new behaviours, which have to be taken into account in the safety check.
In that setting, guard enlargement [Pur00, DDMR04] has been proposed as a
way to model the fact that some timing conditions might be considered true
even if they are (slightly) violated: the existence of an enlargement value for
which the set of executions is safe is decidable. When dealing with reachability
properties, timing imprecisions may prevent a run to be valid. A topological
approach has been proposed, where a state is declared reachable only if there is
a tube of trajectories reaching the target state [GHJ97]. Game-based approaches
have also been proposed, where a state is said reachable if there is a strategy to
reach this state when an opponent player is allowed to modify (up to a certain
point) the values of the delays [BMS15, BFM15].

In our work, we build on the approach of [BFM15]: in that paper, the authors
aim at computing maximally-permissive strategies for reaching a target state.
While in classical timed automata, reachability is witnessed by a sequence of
delays and transitions leading to a target state, here the aim is to propose intervals
of delays, leaving it to an opponent player to decide which delay will indeed take
place. Of course, the strategy has to be able to respond to any choice of the
opponent, always eventually reaching the target state. Its algorithm to compute
its strategy could only be achieved in the case of one-clock timed automata.
Our goal is to extend it to multiple-clocks (acyclic, or arbitrary automata)
and other type of permissiveness function. We consider two type of permissiveness
that we will introduce in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the type of
permissiveness we consider and in Section 3 our current contribution and future
work.
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Our permissiveness functions

Our permissiveness function is quantified by the size of the smallest interval
proposed by a strategy. We first consider the worst case, we build two players.
One can proposes an interval (player) and one can propose a delay (opponent).
The first one’s goal is to maximize and the second one is to minimize it.
In future work, we will consider a probabilistic case,with a player and a
probabilistic distribution for the opponent. The difference is that the opponent
chooses the delay with a probabilistic distribution. The two approaches are the
main issues of our work.
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Our current contribution and future work

Our goal is to describe a winning strategy of the player that maximizes the
permissiveness function and the strategy of the opponent that minimizes it. We
compute the permissiveness function with an algorithm. Our current contribution
is to describe an algorithm for the worst case in acyclic timed automaton and
games. This algorithm computes the permissiveness function in non-elementary
time for acyclic timed automata and in double-exponential time for linear timed
automata, that are timed automata where there are only one transition available
per location. To construct this algorithm, we use game theory to model the
permissiveness in a timed automata and we optimize the strategies of each player
to compute the permissiveness. To illustrate the notion of permissiveness, here is
an example a run:
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In configuration (`0 , 0) (i.e we are in location `0 and the clock values 0) in
figure 3, the player proposes the interval [0, 2] for the unique transition available,
the opponent chooses the delay δ = 0. We are now in the configuration (`1 , 0).
The only interval the player can propose to reach the goal is {2}, so the opponent
propose the delay δ = 2. The smallest interval proposed in this run is {2}, which
size is 0. The permissiveness of this run is 0. The value of the permissiveness then
depends on the strategy of the player and the opponent. Our method consists in
finding the best strategy for the player and the opponent.
Our future work would be to tackle to issue of cycles. We were unable to
prove our intuition that there is no reason for the player to iterate a cycle. Then,
another direction would be to consider the probabilistic case.
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